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Amanda Stuart is a visual artist, writer and
curator. Placed in the Australian environment,
her sculptural works invite psychic re-imaginings
of old, unhealed wounds between humans and
unwanted animals. The estranged human/animal
relations referenced in her work evoke the social,
cultural and ethical difficulities at play within
contested, regional landscapes. Her art practice
also embraces drawing, installation, object
making and photographic documentation. She
has a PhD in Visual Arts and currently lectures
at the ANU School of Art (SoA) Environment
Studio and Foundation Workshop. Amanda is
also a Technical Officer in the SoA Sculpture
Workshop.

Sharon “Shags” Score 0018 (Cognitive Dissonance) parts I - X 2016
153.0 x 285.0 cm
Marker paint

Ackn ow le d ge m e n ts

Atun e an d byr d
Both Atune and byrd work as painters in, and
in response to, space. Their paintings are site
specific. This mode of production has grown from
their roots in Graffiti; Graffiti being a political
activity enacted on urban spaces. Primarily
tolerated in the forgotten and unrealized parts of
the city, the soft edges.
These painters have been leaving trace on
the city of Canberra since the mid nineties.
The proposed work for this exhibition will
involve stepping away from responding to the
received forms of the city, to collaborate on the
construction of an object to be painted.

byrd Tropical Toxic 2016
300.0 x 500.0
House and aerosol paint

Atune Toxic 2016
60.0 x 50.5 cm
300.0 x 500.0
Aerosol and acrylic paint

Stephen Barr ass and
Catherine Glover
Catherine Clover is an independent artist and
Stephen Barrass is from the University of
Canberra.
A voice is heard coming from a mobile phone
inside a perspex possum box. The voice is
a recording of Cath Clover reading selected
works to the possums that have recently moved
into her house. Her readings include a range of
fiction/nonfiction, transcriptions of the sounds of
possums, excerpts from field guides about how
we classify and identify them, and dreamtime
stories about possum ancestors. The readings are
intended as a kind of offering, a means of sharing
space, with the idea that perhaps, ultimately, the
possums would be willing to share what they
think or know of us in return. While it may be
unlikely that the possums understand human
language, specifically English, it is an attempt
at communication between humans and other
species. Through this process it may be possible,
“for we humans to learn to communicate with
other species on their terms, in their own
languages, or in common terms, if there are any.”
[Plumwood, V. 2002. Environmental Culture the ecological crisis of reason, UK, Routledge,
pp. 189].

Catherine Clover and Stephen Barrass
Poetic Communications with the Internet
of Possums 2016
30.0 x 30.0 x50.0 cm
Perspex Possum Box, Audio Recordings,
Mobile Phone, IoT Temperature Sensor,
Solar Charger

K e i t h B e n d er
Keith Bender is an emerging sculptor based in the
Canberra region who explores his passion for the
environment through assembled, constructed and
cast form.
Bird Series is a body of assembled and
constructed work combining Bender’s passion
for Geometric Abstraction and his love of
common Australian birds found around Canberra.
He combines simplified abstracted forms within
small white cubed spaces. The abstractions,
painted in vibrant colours are extrapolated from
his observations of shapes and colour contrasts
found in bird plumage.
These works are an investigation into
negative and interactive space between and
within fourteen small open-ended white cubes
fabricated from painted MDF. Within the space
of the cubes abstract shapes and bold colours
combine creating conflicting visual energies
alerting the viewer to the potential of life and
flight. There is an implied potential for these
bird inspired shapes to burst from their crisp
white environments and fly to more familiar bush
settings. Changing ambient light casts shifting
shadows within the cubes further activating their
space as well as referencing the dapple of shadow
found in bush settings.
Bender’s obsession with abstraction and the

environment easily coalesce within the works
through a compression of the natural and built
world implied through the internal colour of the
works and the cube as frame or context. Although
essentially playful works, through them, Bender
also alerts us to how we frame and constrain
native species and environments.
Early influences for Bender’s work come from
two sources. The first is Ellsworth Kelly’s brightly
coloured hard edged abstract paintings rooted in
Kelly’s childhood memories of birdwatching
with his grandparents. An example is Kelly’s
Blue Panel I (1977), saturated in a shade inspired
by a bird’s colouration. The second influence is
Donald Judd’s minimal geometric sculptures in
particular his open rectangular prism Untitled
made in from 1969 to 1971 out of aluminium
and polymer resin and possessing a metallic
exterior surface and iridescent blue interior.
Contemporary influences on Bender include
Shirazeh Hourshiray, Anne Truitt and Liz Larner
and how these artists explore geometric forms
through space, colour and surface.

Keith Bender Platycercus elegans 1 & 2 2016
12.5 x 12.5 x 12.5 cm
wood, acrylic, oil

Tom Bucklan d

I am a Canberra based artist best known for a
practice informed by a strong ethic of making
and materiality. Cardboard, hot-glue, timber
and found objects are the weapons of choice. I
use installation and sculpture to transport the
audience into other worlds that darkly mirror our
own reality, questioning contemporary human
relationships with technology, animals and the
environment.
I have been investigating bird species in urban
environments and their relationship to humans.
In urban areas pigeons are loved and loathed in
equal measure, city buildings and window ledges
mimic the rocky cliffs originally inhabited by
their ancient ancestors in Europe.
Meanwhile the Australian white ibis is a native
scavenger infamous for it’s smell, thievery and at
times intrusive nature.
Using the carelessly castoff trash that litters
paths, clogs waterways and rots in landfill, I have
sculpted a series of common introduced pigeons
and Australian white ibis.

Tom Buckland Gutterbirds (Feral Rock Dove)
2016
Dimensions variable
Cardboard

Sharon “Shag s”
Gallag her
These works comment on growing up in West
Belconnen in the 70s and 80s where art was not
considered a vocation. They are essentially diary
entries about the conflict between being a feral,
free-range child destined for teenage motherhood
who played at the local creek amongst the brown
snakes and Venus fly-traps versus my imminent
graduation from art school; where I’ve realised
that courage for self-awareness and self-care
are essential to the foundations of social and
environmental care. Without a holistic approach
based on curiosity and empathy, there will never
be an all encompassing solution.
Shags is an Australian contemporary artist who
makes prints, projections and installations based
on colour, music and emotion; then sometimes
does performances, writes experimental music
scores, takes photos, makes zines, draws and
only uses black. Most of her work is about
conversations which happen without words; that
intuitive understanding we have with others and
our environment via the broader sensory field.

Sharon “Shags” Gallagher Score No. 0018
(Cognitive Dissonance) parts I - X and Back
in yer box 2016
Dimensions variable
Mixed media

Nic c i H ayn es
The radioradio construction makes phenomena
that invisibly surrounds us into a format that our
bodies sensory apparatus can detect. The wire
structure collects electromagnetic radiation in the
form of radio signals and converts it to sound.
When a person interacts with the device the
sound changes and the person might think of his
her body as a signal collecting device. If, in the
mind’s eye, the person pictures the wire apparatus as brain-like, then s/he is seeing radioradio as
the artist intended.
Nicci Haynes first studied science at University
College Cardiff (c. 1985) and then later visual art
at ANU, graduating in 2007. She is currently the
technical officer in the Printmedia and Drawing
workshop.
In a wide-ranging art practice, drawing, print,
gadgets, awkward little videos are variously
brought into service as vehicles for Haynes’ investigations, which mostly have something to do
with communication.

Nicci Haynes radioradio 2016
Dimensions variable
Electromagnetic signals, wire, arranged
electronic components

Nige l H ely er
Dr. Nigel Llwyd William Helyer is an independent
sculptor and sound-artist who has forged an
international reputation for large scale soundsculpture installations, environmental public
artworks and inter-active new-media projects
for museums and festivals. Nigel’s practice
is strongly interdisciplinary, linking a broad
platform of creative practice with scientific
research and development in a complex meeting
of Poetics and Technics, which he augments with
an active interest in critical writing, curation
and advocacy.
One of the hallmarks of his
career is his commitment to collaborative and
co-creative activity, expanding the boundaries
of experimental trans-disciplinary practice,
especially in the areas of Art and Science and
Bio-Arts.

Nigel Helyer Float like a Butterfly; Sting like
a Bee 2016
170.0 x 104.0 x 33.0 cm
Mixed media

Sally Mumfor d
Over this year I have been regularly visiting the
grassy woodlands of Mt Ainslie. Through the dry
heat of summer into autumn and through the wet
cold of winter into spring, each visit revealed
something of undeclared delight, of weathered
beauty, disorder, decay and impermanence.
My aim is to celebrate these qualities and
highlight the significance these patches of
urban bush land have to our sense of place and
emotional belonging. Their untamed and untidy
nature is an antidote to the order and control we
impose on the environment.
Sally Mumford has just finished her third year
of a visual arts degree, majoring in drawing and
print media at ANU.
Sally has a strong connection to country/
land/place, which has developed through her
experiences living in the bush in Central Australia
and Tasmania. Through actively engaging with
the environment and observing quietly, she
celebrates the grand and small gestures of nature,
the undeclared delight as well as the decay.
Her printmaking and drawing practice is a
sensual and physical exploration of the elemental
forces felt and how these feelings and connection
bring a sense of well-being.

Sally Mumford Tree I - IV 2016
Dimensions variable
Wood block relief print Wenzhou rice
paper, branches

M ich ael Nor r is
Whistle! is an interactive sound work that creates
a call-and-response game between a human
and a virtual magpie. A microphone detects
when someone is whistling. The pattern of their
whistling is translated into a virtual magpie call,
as if the magpie is trying to mimic. The virtual
magpie calls are constructed from fragments
of recordings of real magpies. The calls were
recorded in an iterative process where I played
previous recordings of magpies in my backyard
and recorded their responses. Therefore the
vocabulary of sounds produced by the work is not
their full gamut of calls but the range of sounds
they produce when responding to recordings of
themselves.

Michael Norris is an experimental sound
artist with exceptionally broad experience in
sound creation and perception. He has a deep
understanding of sound and hearing through his
academic work which includes a doctoral thesis
on computational modelling of psycho-acoustics
and postdoctoral work on perception of sound
textures. Michael has been performing live sound
art since 1998, and has presented electronic and
experimental music on radio 2XX for over 7
years. In recent years he has exhibited several
interactive generative sound installations in
Canberra and Sydney, both as solo works and in
collaboration with visual artists, mostly exhibiting
as part of independent art group Random9.
Recent works include “Lux Mix” (presented
at ICAD 2016, International Community for
Auditory Display), which features modulated
light as a medium for carrying sound, and “Old
Poppet Head” (exhibited at Belconnen Arts
Centre), which features a generative soundtrack
synchronised to a video loop.

Michael Norris Whistle! 2016
Interactive sound

H ei k e Q u al i t z

Heike Qualitz The Untamed Urban 3
2016
40.0 x 19.0 cm
Ink jet on paper

How much is the continuously developing
shape of our human habitus informed by our
ways of physically moving through this world?
We have been forming distinct and exclusive
urban landscapes that in turn are dictating our
movements through these spaces. The Untamed
Urban is subtly challenging the prescribed use of
infrastructure that reduces human movement to
pure functionality by introducing the element of
playfulness to the navigation of the urban jungle.
Inspired by the limits of our human physique
and that of our fellow creatures, does exploring
different ways of traversing urbanity provide
opportunities for developing a much needed sense
of empathy towards our nonhuman cohabitants,
small and large?
Heike is an artist and community worker. She
was raised in Berlin and travelled to Australia in
1995. The continent’s spaciousness and ancient
history provides ongoing fascination and informs
her creative research. Heike graduated from the
ANU School of Art (SoA) Sculpture Workshop
in 2009 and has been involved with the SoA
Environment Studio during her studies and more
recently as a program co-coordinator. Heike is
passionate about community and the importance
of collaborative living and working. Through
experimenting with objects and space her artwork
has shifted to exploring perceptions of the body
through photography and video.

Joh n R eid
Suburban Pretext is a series of three
performances for the camera in response to the
symposium title, Untaming the Urban from
post-anthropocentric design to urban ecologies.
The work proposes that, for some species, not
much untaming may be necessary.
John Reid is an Emeritus Fellow of The Australian
National University. He works with photography,
collage and performance art addressing human
rights and environmental issues. He also advises
on the creative engagement of visual artists in
science communication strategies.
John Reid was a staff member at the Australian
National University School of Art from 1978–
2013. During this period he integrated a visual
art practice into his role as a visual arts pedagogic
researcher, educator, curator and graphic designer.

John Reid Suburban Pretext
Performances: 1, 2 and 3
Cook ACT
(Detail: Performance 2) 2016
43.0 x 55.0 cm x 3
Digital prints
Photographs: Marzena Wasikowska
Roadside assistance: Giselle and Walter
Nathan -Truesdale

R e b e cca S elle ck
Rebecca Selleck is a Canberra-based emerging
artist with a focus on multidisciplinary sculpture
and digital photography. She has recently
completed her Bachelor of Visual Arts at the
ANU School of Art with First Class Honours and
also holds a Bachelor of Communications and a
Diploma of Business Administration.
She is the recipient of multiple awards,
including the prestigious Peter and Lena Karmel
Anniversary Prize for best graduating student
at the ANU School of Art, and has exhibited in
Canberra, NSW and Thailand.
Rebecca Selleck Lapin Plague 2016
Dimensions variable
Carpet, rabbit fur, electronic components

My perceptions of other animals are varied
and conflicting. I use my ongoing practice to
reciprocally investigate and challenge my own
perceptions within a culture of conflicting truths.
I question an ability to empathise with other
animals on the one hand and disconnect on the
other. Drawn closer, forcing these emotions to
clash, there is a strange sensation. A push and pull
that results in perceptual dissonance.
Of particular interest to me are our convoluted
relationships with introduced species. Rabbits, in
particular, have manifold meaning to us. Through
blurring the contextual boundaries between
pest, product and friend in a bodily experience
I hope to communicate the hypocrisy hidden
in Australia’s everyday cultural experiences.
I believe that through emotional engagement,
art can provoke new ways thinking about nonhuman animals.

M a r z en a Wasikowsk a

Marzena Wasikowska has worked as a visual
artist since 1987 and is a PhD candidate in
Photography and Media Arts, ANU. She has
exhibited both in Australia and overseas. Her
current artworks are meditations on the built
environment – in particular visualising the
impact of climate change on coastal settlements.
This work is a response to our environmental
predicament and advances a notion of the
sublime, one in which we stand before nature
wondering what on earth we have unleashed
upon ourselves.

Marzena Wasikowska Earth’s Self Correcting Systems, Gold Coast 2 2016
95.0 x 105.0 cm Digital print on rag

If we fail to untame the urban, nature will likely
do it for us.

